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Sage Abra Suite Meets HR and Payroll Needs
of Nonprofit Organization
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Find a more efficient payroll system and
integrate human resources and payroll
information

Sage Abra Suite, the market leader in HR,
payroll, benefits, and compliance solutions,
targeting the needs of small to mid-sized
companies and organizations

Time reduced to run payroll from one day to one hour;
Gained ability to create customized reports to fit its
unique needs as non-profit; Eliminated cumbersome
paper files with integrated HR and payroll system
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With Sage Abra Suite, NYCIB also replaced its manual HR
processes with a fully integrated HRMS product. “When I
installed the system, I entered employee data directly into Abra
HR based on application and benefit enrollment forms.
Now, Sage Abra Suite automatically calculates the benefit
premiums due, which saves a lot of time I used to spend
searching through paper files and working out computations.”

“We’re very happy with our
choice to implement Sage Abra
Suite. The system has simplified
benefits and time-off tracking,
and also enabled us to eliminate
cumbersome paper processes…
Although we’re new to Sage
Abra Suite, we’ve already
experienced significant timesavings with the system.

Custom Report Capabilities Meet Non-profit Needs
Santos is also impressed with Crystal Reports, the reporting
tool embedded in Sage Abra Suite. “Because of casework,
I need to track different kinds of data for our employees.
Sage Abra Suite provides the flexibility I need to tailor reports
to fit our unique needs as a not-for-profit business. I can
easily break down direct labor into categories (blind, partially
sighted, department, etc.) and show the number of hours each
employee worked,” added Santos.
“I really can’t say enough about how happy I am with Sage
Abra Suite. It’s great being able to confidently produce

Leo Santos
HR Director
New York City Industries for the Blind, Inc.

payroll on deadline. I now have more time to prepare and
analyze reports. Plus, with an integrated HR and payroll
system, we’ve eliminated paper files and saved a lot of time
in the process.”
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